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Abstract 
Automatic image annotation is the key to semantic-based image retrieval. In this paper we formulate image 
annotation as a multi-class classification problem, which deals with the weak annotation problem and works with 
image-level ground truth training data. The relationship between low-level visual features and semantic concepts is 
found by supervised Bayesian learning. For each region in the test image, a posterior probability for each concept is 
calculated from class densities estimated from the training set and then the probability is modified using relevance 
with the other regions in the image. The image-level posterior probabilities are obtained by combining the regional 
posterior probabilities and keywords are selected according to their ranks. The proposed algorithm achieves good 
annotation performance on the Corel5K benchmark dataset.      
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1.Introduction 
With the development of multimedia processing, communication and storage techniques, much more 
information is presented as images and videos. Hence the technique of image retrieval becomes of great 
importance to information organization. Successful image retrieval systems should be able to return images 
with the content that the user desires, which is called content-based image retrieval (CBIR). In traditional 
CBIR, the user needs to provide queries in the form of low-level features such as color and texture. Though 
many systems were developed with good performance [1], the query-by-example  methods suffer from 
two problems. Firstly, finding an example may be difficult for common users. Secondly, the semantic 
gap , which refers to the discrepancy between the low-level features and high-level concepts, is a great 
hindrance.  
Recent research focuses on semantic-based image retrieval, which accepts text as queries. The user 
provides one or more keywords and the system returns images whose content agrees with the meanings of 
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the words. This gives a more natural and convenient way for the users, and existing text retrieval 
techniques can be easily adopted in the search process. However, the query-by-keyword  methods require 
that the images in database are annotated with keywords that can precisely capture the image content. 
Since manual image annotation is expensive and often infeasible for large image databases, automatic 
image annotation has become a hot research topic.   
Automatic image annotation aims to associate an image with a set of keywords, and therefore bridges 
-level visual features and high-level semantic concepts. By treating each 
keyword as the label for one image category, the annotation task is usually posed as a multi-class 
classification problem and can be solved with supervised [2-6] or unsupervised learning methods [7-9]. 
Both formulations have strong advantages and disadvantages. The method proposed in this paper belongs 
to supervised learning. 
For methods based on supervised learning, the reliability of annotated training data is important. One 
listed as semantic labels due to the subjectivity of human perception and ambiguity of language. Image 
annotation methods that require bo ata suffer from this problem [2, 3]. 
Another problem occurs when the annotation information for a training image is available only at the 
image level, but not at the region level [10, 11]. In other words, keywords are associated with images 
instead of individual regions. Since most low-level features are regional, this adds to the difficulty of 
finding correspondence between features and concepts.  
Carneiro et al. [5] proposed a supervised multi-class labeling (SML) formulation with multiple-instance 
learning (MIL) that can tolerate both the aforementioned problems in training data. Class distributions are 
represented by Gaussian mixture models (GMM) and estimated from all images in training set that have 
the same labels. Posterior probabilities are then calculated to determine the likelihood of keywords for each 
test image. Trying to avoid image segmentation, the method extracts feature vector from each pixel which 
results in an intensive computational load.  
Wang et al. [4] proposed a probabilistic model to characterize the relationship among neighboring 
regions for region annotation and provided a unifying framework integrating both feature distribution 
models and spatial context models. However, their work required training data at the region level, i.e., 
ground truth annotations for each image region, which are usually unavailable. Moreover, simple Gaussian 
model were used for class distributions and experiments were done on a small dataset.      
In the proposed algorithm, the SML and MIL ideas are adopted in the segmented image space. The 
spatial context model is extended to a region relevance model, which considers all regions in an image, and 
thus become suitable for training sets with only image-level annotations. A supervised semantic image 
annotation framework is proposed by combining the techniques and achieves promising results on the 
Corel5k benchmark dataset.  
2.Supervised Learning of Image Semantics  
2.1.Supervised Multi-class Labeling (SML) 
Define a semantic vocabulary }1,{ LkwW k . In SML, images labeled with concept kw  are 
considered belonging to the kth class. For any image to be annotated, find the posterior probabilities 
)|( Iwp k  for all classes, and the best label for this image is the one with the largest posterior probability. 
In this sense, annotation can be implemented with a minimum probability of error according to statistical 
decision theory [12]. 
With the SML formulation, all classes directly compete for the image annotation, which is more 
efficient and effective than a sequence of independent binary tests in the one-vs-all (OVA) formulation. 
Meanwhile, a natural ordering of keywords is introduced by the posterior probabilities.  
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2.2.Finding Class Density with Multiple-instance Learning (MIL) 
Consider the training set }1,{ NiIT i , where each image iI  is segmented into regions and a 
feature vector is extracted from each region. For each class kw , kT  is a subset of T that contains images 
annotated with the keyword kw .When MIL is used, all the feature vectors extracted from images in kT  
are put in one feature set }1,{ k
k
nk MnxX  called a positive bag . At least one feature vector from 
each image in kT  belongs to class kw . Therefore if kT  is large enough, a fair amount of feature vectors 
in kX  belongs to class kw  and the class density )|( kwxp  can be learned from kX . Missing positive 
samples caused by weak annotation will not affect the generality of the learning result. Though some of 
the features in the positive bag  are in fact negative  ones irrelevant to the keyword, they tend to spread 
in the feature space with a nearly uniform distribution of small magnitude which can be ignored, while 
the positive features tend to cluster and can be well approximated as the Gaussian mixture models in (1): 
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The number of Gaussian components K is set to 8 in our experiments. The model 
parameters ),,( iii , Ki 1  are learned from kX  using the iterative EM algorithm [13]. The 
K-means method is used to initialize the parameters, and the iteration is terminated when the difference 
between parameters in two consecutive iterations is less than a predefined threshold.  
2.3.SML in the segmented image space 
After the class densities are obtained in the learning stage, for any region B with feature vector x in the 
test set, the posterior probability for keyword kw  can be calculated according to the : 
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where )( kwp  is the probability that concept kw  occurs, which is estimated from the training set, and 
)(xp  is a constant when x is considered uniformly distributed in the feature space. 
For any image I in the test set, the posterior probability regarding concept kw  is obtained by 
combining all the regional posterior probabilities to represent the likelihood of a keyword given the image.  
)|()|()|( IBpBwpIwp i
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i
.                 (3) 
where )|( IBp j  is the ratio between area of region jB  and the whole image.  
In the annotation decision stage, R keywords with the largest image-level posterior probabilities are 
selected to annotate the image. 
3.Improve Annotation Using Region Relevance 
By common sense, objects that occur in the same scene are often related, and some semantic words 
appear together more often than others. For example, sun  and sky , road  and vehicle , ship  and 
water  are pairs of words with high frequency of co-occurrences. Since image regions coarsely 
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correspond to objects, it triggers the idea of introducing region relevance model into the semantic 
annotation framework.  
We modify the regional posterior probability in (2) to ),|( iik NBwp , which represents the likelihood of 
a keyword given region iB and given all the other regions that appear in the same image with iB , denoted 
by iN . With the assumption that given kw , iB  and iN  are conditionally independent, the Bayes  rule 
can be applied as follows: 
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Denoting the regions belonging to iN  as ijN , and assuming their distributions are also conditionally 
independent,  
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where )|( mij wNp  is the GMM class density obtained as in Section II, and )|( km wwp  is calculated 
from the training data: 
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One exception occurs with (6) when km , since in image-level annotations, each keyword appear only 
once, even if two regions in the image both correspond to the same semantic meaning. Considering the 
fact that the image is often over-segmented and one object is often divided into more than one regions, we 
set 1)|( km wwp  for km .  
Therefore, with the region relevance model, (3) is modified as: 
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4.Experimental Results And Discussions 
We test our algorithm on the widely utilized benchmark dataset Corel5K provided by Duygulu et al. 
[14], which consists of 5,000 images, 4500 for training and 500 for testing. Due to copyright issues, instead 
of the raw image data, only the extracted features and ground truth annotations are available. Each image is 
labeled with 1 to 5 keywords. There are 260 unique keywords that appear in the testing set. Each image is 
segmented into regions using Normalized Cuts [15], and there are typically 5 to 10 regions for each image 
since only the regions larger than a threshold are utilized. Each region is represented with 30 non-repetitive 
features including region color and standard deviation (12-dimension), mean oriented energy 
(12-dimension), region size, location, convexity, first moment, and ratio of region area to boundary length 
squared (6-dimension). To study the effect of different low-level features, two sets of experiments are 
performed: one only on the color features and the other on all the features. The algorithms with and 
without considering the region relevance are compared, which are named GMM and GMM+RR, 
respectively. The annotation performance of the proposed method is also compared with three other 
established methods: PMM [8], CMRM [16] and CRM [17]. The number of keywords selected by the 
proposed algorithm is R=5. 
The quality of automatic image annotation is measured through the process of retrieving the test images 
with a single keyword. For each keyword, the number of correctly annotated images is denoted as C , the 
number of retrieved images is denoted as R , and the number of truly related images in the testing set is 
denoted as T . The recall, precision and F score are calculated as follows: 
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T
Crecall                        (8) 
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The mean recall, precision and F score averaged on all the 260 keywords are listed in Table I. The 
number of keywords with recall > 0, i.e., that are selected at least once for annotation in the test set, with 
mean recall, precision and F score averaged on these keywords are listed in Table II. Whether all features 
or only color features are used, GMM+RR outperforms GMM on all three measures. With mean F as the 
overall measure for an algorithm, our algorithm well outperforms PMM and CMRM. Compared with CRM, 
the proposed algorithm with region relevance is higher in mean recall but sometimes lower in mean 
precision. GMM+RR performed on color features achieves best F score when all 260 words are considered. 
With less number of words with recall > 0 and higher precision, GMM+RR on all features achieves the 
highest F score when only words with recall > 0 is considered.  
The experiments prove that the modification of posterior probabilities with region relevance model is 
effective in improving the annotation performance. Compared with other existing algorithms, the proposed 
algorithm achieved promising results. 
From the experiments, we also find that the color features of Corel5K are almost as good as all features 
combined. This implies that the other features are not ideal and may be improved if the original images are 
available. For instance, texture information can be better represented by Gabor filter outputs with different 
scales and orientations [18]. 
TABLE I.  RESULTS ON WORDS APPEARING IN THE TESTING SET 
 Mean Recall 
Mean 
Precision 
Mean 
F 
All features 
GMM 0.1223 0.0989 0.1094 
Color 
GMM 0.1668 0.1057 0.1294 
All features 
GMM+RR 0.1875 0.1531 0.1685 
Color 
GMM+RR 0.2549 0.1527 0.1910 
PMM 0.12 0.07 0.088 
CMRM 0.09 0.10 0.095 
CRM 0.19 0.16 0.1737 
TABLE II.   RESULTS ON WORDS WITH RECALL > 0 
 # of Recall>0 
Mean 
Recall 
Mean 
Precision 
Mean 
F 
All features 
GMM 79 0.4026 0.3254 0.3599 
Color 
GMM 93 0.4664 0.2956 0.3618 
All features 
GMM+RR 93 0.5241 0.4280 0.4712 
Color 
GMM+RR 124 0.5345 0.3202 0.4004 
PMM 74 0.43 0.24 0.3081 
CMRM 66 0.35 0.39 0.3689 
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CRM 107 0.46 0.39 0.4221 
5.Conclusions  
An automatic semantic image annotation algorithm is proposed, combining the SML, MIL techniques 
and a statistical region relevance model. The framework works with weakly annotated and image-level 
training data. Experimental results on the Corel5K benchmark dataset show that the introduction of region 
relevance effectively improves the annotation performance and the proposed approach outperforms some 
existing methods. If more low-level features are available, better results are expected.   
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